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E39 Actor

E55 Type

E53 Place

E41 Appellation  P2 has type P1 is identified by
(identifies)

P4 has time-span
(is time-span of)

E5 Event

E18 Physical Thing 

E1 CRM Entity

P12 occurred in the 
presence of

(was present at)

P7 took place at
(witnessed)

E52 Time-Span E2 Temporal Entity

E77 Persistent Item
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1,1

1,n

0,n
E4 Period

E28 Conceptual Object
E63 Beginning of Existence

E64 End of Existence

P92 brought into existence 
(was brought into existence by)

P93 took out of existence 
(was taken out of existence by)

1,n

1,n

1,1

0,1
direct subclass

property
indirect subclass



P100 was death of (P93)

P108 has produced (P92)

P2 has type

E55 Type

Copy

E67 Birth (E63)
Winckelmann’s birth

E52 Time-Span

1717

E53 Place
Stendal

P7 took place at
P4 has time-span

Anna-Maria Meyer

E21 Person (E39)
P96 by mother (P12)

E52 Time-Span
1755

E65 Creation (E63)
Winckelmann writes “History 

of the Art of Antiquity” 

P94 has created (P92)

E52 Time-Span

1764

P4 has time-span

E21 Person (E39)
Johann Joachim Winckelmann

P98 brought into life (P92)

P67 refers to

“History of the Art of Antiquity” 

E73 Information Object (E28)

E69 Death (E64)
Winckelmann’s death

E52 Time-Span

1768

P7 took place at

E53 Place

Trieste

P14 carried out by (P12)

Laocoön Group

E22 Human-Made 
Object (E18)

Winckelmann sees “Laocoön”

E5 Event
P12 occurred in the 

presence of
P12 occurred in the 

presence of

E12 Production (E63)
Roman-commissioned copy 

of the Laocoön Group

Hellenistic

E55 Type

E53 Place

Vatican, RomeVatican, Rome

P12 occurred in the 
presence of Laocoön Group

E22 Human-Made 
Object (E18)

P2 has type

P7 took place at

P4 has time-span

P4 has time-span





P171 at some place within

E39 Actor
P74 has current or former residence (is 

current or former residence of)

0,n

E94 Space Primitive

P168 place is defined by
(defines place) 1,1

P172 contains

P189 approximates
P89 falls within (contains)
P122 borders with
P121 overlaps with 0,n

0,n

0,n 0,n

0,n

E4 Period
P7 took place at 

(witnessed)

E19 Physical Object

P53  has former or current location (is 
former or 

current location of)

P8 took place on or within 
(witnessed)

E9 Move

P59 has section
(is located on or within)

P55 has current location 
(currently holds)

0,n

0,n

0,n

E53 Place

P26 moved to (was destination of)

P27 moved from (was origin of)

P25 moved (moved by)
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E61 Time Primitive
P4 has time-span
(is time-span of)

P82 at some time within

P81 ongoing throughout

E3 Condition State

P9 consists of (forms part of)

P86 falls within
(contains)

P5 consists of (forms part of)

1,1 0,n

0,n

0,n

0,n

0,n

0,n0,n

1,n

1,n 0,n

0,n

E52 Time-Span

E4 Period

E54 Dimension
P191 had duration
(was duration of)

E2 Temporal Entity  

1,1

P173 starts before or at the end of (ends with or after the start of) 
P174 starts before (starts after the start of) 
P175 starts before or with the start of (starts with or after the start of)
P176 starts before the start of (starts after the start of)
P182 ends before or at the start of (starts with or after the end of)
P183 ends before the start of (starts after the end of)
P184 ends before or with the end of (ends with or after the end of)
P185 ends before the end of (ends after the end of)

0,n

0,n

direct subclass

property
indirect subclassP10 falls within (contains)

inherited property

P170 defines time

0,10,n

1,1



E53 Place E52 Time Span

E2 Temporal Entity

E92 Spacetime Volume
P160 has temporal projection

(is temporal projection of)

1,1 0,n

P4 has time-span
(is time-span of)

0,n1,1

P161 has spatial projection
(is spatial projection of)

1,n0,n

E18 Physical Thing

P7 took place at 
(witnessed)

1,n0,n

P156 occupies
(is occupied by)

0,10,1

E4 Period 

P196 defines
(is defined by)

1,1 0,1

“P160 is equivalent to P4”

E93 Presence 1,1 0,n
P164 is temporally specified by

(temporally specifies)
P195 was a presence of

(had presence)

0,n

1,1
P157  is at rest relative to

(provides reference space for) 

0,n1,n

P166 w
as a presence of

(had presence)

P10 falls within (contains)
P132 spatiotemporally overlaps with

P133 is spatiotemporally separated from
0,n 0,n

direct subclass

property
indirect subclass

E95 Spacetime Primitive
P169 defines spacetime volume

(spacetime volume is defined by)

0,n

1,1

0,n
P167 was within 

(includes)

1,n

1,1 0,n

1,1

0,n

P197 covered parts of
(was partially covered by)

0,n 0,n



A

A starts before the end of B

Interior
time points for which 
the described Temporal Entity 
is definitely on-going

Boundary 
fuzzy transitions zones 
in which the described 
Temporal Entity is 
developing or vanishing

A

B
AA



P173 starts before or with the end of (ends after or with the start of)

B

A AA



P173 starts before or with the end of (ends after or with the start of)

AA

B



P174 starts before the end of (ends after the start of)

A

B
AA



P174 starts before the end of (ends after the start of)

A A

B



P175 starts before or with the start of (starts after or with the start of)

A

B
AA



P175 starts before or with the start of (starts after or with the start of)

A A

B



P176 starts before the start of (starts after the start of)

A

B

A



P176 starts before the start of (starts after the start of)

AA

B



P182 ends before or with the start of (starts after or with the end of)

A

B

A



P182 ends before or with the start of (starts after or with the end of)

AA

B



P183 ends before the start of (starts after the end of)

A

B

A
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P183 ends before the start of (starts after the end of)

AA

B



P184 ends before or with the end of (ends with or after the end of)

A

B

A



P184 ends before or with the end of (ends with or after the end of)

AA

B



P185 ends before the end of (ends after the end of)

A A

B



P185 ends before the end of (ends after the end of)

A

B

A


